It’s not everyday that our Executive Director turns...um...30!

Rather than accepting gifts, Mark has asked that EVERYONE celebrate his (many!) years on this earth by generously supporting the Brooklyn Movement Center. Our goal is to raise $50,000 in recognition of the 50 year-old! Ooops.
Did we say that out loud?

Click here to make your contribution now.

In the meantime, enjoy this birthday video we made for our “Boss.”
Warmly,

Marly Pierre-Louis, Communications Organizer
Anthonine Pierre, Community Organizer

Newest Episode of "On The Block"

In this episode of "On The Block", BMC sits with Chelsea Johnson Long of The Audre Lorde Project (ALP). ALP is a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two Spirit, Trans and Gender Non Conforming People of Color center for community organizing, focusing on the New York City area. Through mobilization, education and capacity-building, ALP works for community wellness and progressive social and economic justice. Committed to struggling across differences, ALP seeks to responsibly reflect, represent and serve its various communities.